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Foreword
Dear speakers, presenters, and participants of the 7th International Conference for
Asia Pacific Arts Studies 2019.
Welcome to the Indonesia Institute of the Arts Yogyakarta.
To bring the diversity of voices and to open productive dialogue with
different disciplines, this conference always focuses on the intersection between
arts and social sciences. This year we are going to discuss about "Art Education in
Contemporary Asia Pacific". We believe the theme is important since art education
in higher education setting faces challenge from many fronts: new technology
replacing our human incompetencies, wider inequities resulting from differential
distribution of wealth, growing bureaucratisation, and the rise of fundamentalistic
ideologies. When art educations can be broken down into series of tasks, tutorials,
contents, and chat scenarios then intelligent software can dutifully replace art
teachers. Further, inequities along the axes of wealth result in unequal access,
allocated resources, differential expectation, and gaps in future jobs.
Bureaucratisation creates dull and stiff sensibilities. And fundamentalistic ideology
uses art to promote its agenda in prioritising certain groups and values.
Every challenge provides opportunities and alternatives that we are now
seeing experiments in methods of delivery to reach ever-wider and ever-present
audience. Inclusive spaces for learning arts are created within, outside, and inbetween of institutions. Transparent criteria and evaluation are demanded to ensure
equities between students. The time cannot be more perfect to invite you to share
what your experiments and explorations are to create learning opportunities in arts
and designs.
Four keynote presentations, twenty research papers, and eight student
posters will provide enough of material for us to reflect on the current development
and gauge the future trend of art education. Beyond technical, material, and
disciplinary issues, art education is always about upholding and nurturing cultural
institutions so that the past can carry through the turbulence of current
developments.
It is a privilege to host the discussion here and we hope the presenters reap
the greatest benefit from our discussion.

Kurniawan Adi Saputro
Editor
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Digital Tesselation on Surface Active:
Application, Visualization, and Fabrication
Stephanus Evert Indrawan
Interior Architecture Department, Ciputra University
UC Town-Citraland Surabaya
email: sindrawan@ciputra.ac.id

Abstract
Shell structure is a surface active structure that has curved surface, rigid, and
thin. The shell form happens due to a combination of curve intersections from
horizontal and vertical directions, or a tensile strength’s inverse ratio of a tent
structure. This type of structure is very flexible, yet its design realization
process really depends on the fabricator which is outside the architect's
domain. On the other hand, the shell design process is complicated enough
since it consists of many stages which require repeating all stages whenever a
design correction or adjustment is needed, or in other words, this process is
inefficient. This article explains how a computational design method can
approach the fabrication process of design process and facilitate the designers
to finish back and forth procedure in each stage of the design process. The
research method used in this research was experimental method by
highlighting the object modelling process with a parametric design approach
which is supported by software’s simulations.
Keywords: computational design, digital fabrication, digital perception,
design tools

INTRODUCTION
Background
The process of designing shell structure usually consists of other processes, such as
the process of aesthetic interaction, structure knowledge and mathematics. Intense
collaboration is also needed to create a good design, steady in terms of structure
and even the ability to realize it, in this case referred to as a fabricator. The author
considers a more flexible method to connect these three fields of science is needed.
This article discusses about digital approach as chosen by the researcher to assist in
the process of making modelling and fabrication.
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Shell Structure
Shell structure is mostly applied to buildings with wide span structure, as in Sydney
opera house, People’s Consultative Assembly building in Indonesia, Montreal
Biosphere in Canada, and other notable buildings.
Based on its forming forces, shell structure is a structure that has a membrane-like
formation with principles of inverted structural forces. Membrane structure and tent
structure are structures formed due to tensile stress while shell structures are
structures formed due to compressive stress.

Image 1. The Principle of Tent Structure

Image 2. The Principle of Shell Structure

From its forming curved, shell structure can be categorized into two:
1. Cylindrical Shell resembles the tunnel form. This structure has a
longitudinal span and its curvature is perpendicular to the cross section
diameter. Generally, its forming materials consist of rigid materials, such as
composite concrete or steel.

Image 3. Long Barrel Shell
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2. The other shell is Dome Shell, which takes the form of a sphere. This
structure has a two-way longitudinal span, while can also be considered a
revolving curve on the axis of an object. Generally, this structure’s forming
material consists of a series of rigid structural materials such as composite
concrete or steel. Though, the advantage of this structure is that this structure
can be made from a series of rigid line elements and repetitive pattern
arrangements, for example, a geodesic dome.

Image 4. Types of Dome Shell

Later in this article, this two-way curve series is referred to as Mesh, a series of
grid that forms boxes on the surface of shell. The concept of mesh allows the
surface to be formed flexibly and logically from the construction process side.
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Image 5. Module of Mesh Unit

Image 6. Flexible Series of Mesh

The Process of Form Explorations
The use of physical model for form explorations process has been used since
Renaissance age by Gaudi, by manipulating a series of hung chains. At that time,
Gaudi was successfully showing the example of an aesthetic physical model,
unfortunately there has been no sufficient information that explained how stress
was transferred through the series of hung chains. Until today, the surface form
plays an important role in shell structure design. The designers depend mostly on
3-dimensional formation as well as the simulation of compression and tension
forces which is very important in this design.
During the history of architecture, a number of architects, civil engineers,
fabricators or contractors have developed many calculation methods and physical
models to produce optimum and efficient shell structures. In the pre-computer edge,
the principle of form-follow-force was very often used to find out and to model the
simulation principles of mechanical mechanics by using flexible membrane
materials such as latex cloth. This exploration method through physical models is
divided into 3 categories based on fabrication needs:
• Hanging Model. Under the principle of structure formation, this modelling
object is formed due to the gravitational force experienced by its forming material.
So, it is safe to assume that the material experiences tensile strength due to gravity
and experiences a compressive strength when the object is turned upwards. The
architect Heinz Isler explored the formation through this method (Image 8) and Frei
Otto used an iron chain to find the grid patterns and mesh applications on the shell
surface, as seen in Image 7.
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Image 7. Hanging Model

Image 8. Groetzingen Nature Theatre

Tension Model. This method uses soap bubbles (Image 9) and flexible latex or
bandages to find stable surfaces based on predetermined curves. This method also
strongly represents the tent structure formation. Frei Otto used this method as his
design approach for the Stuttgart train station project, where the purpose of this
method was to reach a minimum surface (Image 10).

Image 9. Bubble Soap Model
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Image 10. Stuttgart Train Station Mock-up

Pneumatic Model is an inflatable structural model by manipulating a bubble
mixture or fabric-type materials that is capable to accommodate air. This model’s
working process is to blow the materials to their certain limits and reach the
designers’ specific objective. The Pneumatic structure is adapted as the most
efficient form concept for shell structure, and this structural principle is also used
to process mould structural materials.

Image 11. Stuttgart Train Station Mockup

Image 12. Eden Project by Grimshaw

As explained in the previous sections, it can be seen that physical model approach
is the way the designers choose to apply the form-follow-force principle. Yet, it
seems that this effort was done only to fulfil the rules and structural logic. The
selected model must be processed into a series of working drawings with size, scale,
and technical proportional as a product of architecture drawing that can be shown
to everyone involved in a project, such as civil engineers, contractors, and
architecture element fabricators. Ever since 1960, the computational technique and
various methods of structural analysis have become significant in realizing shell
structure.
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Digital Tectonics and Digital Design
Computational technology is connected to digital design understanding. In its
development, computational technology can assist design process to be closer to
fabrication. According to Sheila Kennedy, design can be divided into two:
1. Horizontal, where conventional phase design is required with sufficient
knowledge in each stage
2. Vertical, where various design approaches from multidisciplinary fields are
needed, has more experimental nature, and involving technology intensively. In
tectonics, a modelling object is similar to both virtual and physical material. The
following examples are some digital tectonic approaches that are unconsciously
used by architects today:
• as tool for virtual materials, where digital design can communicate materials
texture vividly, commonly known as 3d rendering;
• as physical material which can simulate a possibility of deformation of
design object due to several variables, such as gravity, wind, or load;
• as structural material that can increase economic and efficient values;
• as a tool to do form exploration;
• as a tool to accommodate adaptive materials influenced by the performance
of that material systems.
Digital Fabrication
Digital fabrication is all activities related to digital design involving fabrication
machine that can be controlled with a computer, such as a 3d printer, computer
numerical controller and others. Digital Fabrication is also known as Rapid
Prototyping Labs. In the late 90s, laboratories like rapid prototyping were mostly
found in progressive architecture schools. Obviously there is a historical
background that explains this change. In 1923 and 1928, László Moholy-Nagy, a
Hungarian professor from Bauhaus, offered a concept in education, that materials
quality is heavily influenced by industrial processes, so lecturers and students could
work together to find method to process the materials through experimental process.
After the World War 2, this process developed faster, leading scientific and
engineering sciences to be integrated in architectural education. In 1960, the
concepts of operative design, artificial intelligence and computing technology
began to emerge. Their objectives are as follows:
1. Better design through better process;
2. Involving other disciplines other than architecture;
3. Using computer to do repetitive tasks.
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Software and Flow Design
From the explanation on the preceding section, it can be deducted that digital design
is a combination between technical mechanical knowledge and architecture. For
example, a metal fabrication for a car can become a solution to create architecture
component that is complex and repetitive. To actualize this process, software can
become a vital assisting tool; unfortunately CAD-based software cannot solve the
existing geometric complexity. Until now, the CAD is used only as software that
operates in Cartesian coordinate (xyz), and cannot yet accommodate operations on
curved and organic surface. So far, CAD is still a tool that functions to move hand
image into digital data, where the transfer process is still carried out by an image
interpreter or CAD operator. There has been no design activity that interacts directly
with the data as a whole. The designers’ expectation requires using a computer as a
tool for design investigation. Therefore, UV mapping can become an alternative to
solve this problem. The operation system of UV is similar to a patchwork, where
designers can process each part of it flexibly. The following explains the flow of
conventional and digital design schemes:

Scheme 1. CAD Flow

Scheme 2. Digital design flow

Design Method
The design method used in this research article here was semi structured
experiments. This experiment was aimed to design plastically formed shell structure.
This experimental object was done by third year students of Interior and
Architecture Department of Universitas Ciputra. The control of this experiment was
to make sure that the students understand about general theory of shell structure as
well as digital thinking and designing process. This means that the students must
understand the theory and history of construction, yet they still need specific
guidelines on how to integrate that knowledge with digital design. In this research,
the experiment process was limited to processing shell structure formation, dividing
the formation into fragments, later decomposing and reassembling them in physical
model formations.
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Scheme 3. Semi Structured Experiment

Digital Tessellation and Field Case
As to the use of orthogonal projection to recognize the formation of designed
objects and later to continue the process into realization phase or construction phase
(assembly), the contractor and engineers are expected to understand about the
architecture components through the series of detail images resulted from this
orthogonal projection method. The researcher considers that another method is
required to decompose the components of shell structure formation which are
difficult to do with orthogonal projection method only. Shell structure must be
broken down in design process through fragments, where later these fragments are
composed back into a whole object and can be built at various scales. With this
reason, the researcher chooses the digital fabrication method. The digital fabrication
method is categorized into five main categories: sectioning, tessellating, folding,
contouring and forming (Iwamoto, 2009).
The researcher himself chooses the tessellating method; therefore the
discussion in this article is limited to tessellating method only. Tessellation is a
collection of fragments, arranged in line with one another to form a surface. This
method, with sufficient information (both dimension and assembly method), is able
to create 3-dimensional objects. Tessellation method is known by Escher’s
geometric drawings, where the drawings are often considered as fragments or as
mesh. During the age of ancient Rome, Tessellation was used as mosaic for
Byzantine Empire or on stained glass window of Gothic-style churches. Those
applications of tessellation are examples on how an artist’s understanding was
begun with small pieces and later be processed into an object. In this digital age,
digital design gives designers the possibility to make varied modulations through
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non-standard fabrication procedures. Using digital approach, tessellation method
can create curved surfaces and other organic forms through planar material. There
are two main methods to digitally process organic surface: firstly, by NURBS (Non
Uniform Rational B-Splines), which is through flexible curve formation and curved
surfaces or mesh modeller using polygons and subdivision arranged to achieve the
degree of desired smooth surface. Polygonal Mesh is usually composed of triangles
and rectangles. Geodesic Dome by Buckminster Fuller is highlighted as a case study
in this article. The purpose of this geodesic design was to achieve a lightweight and
efficient structure from a technical standpoint, where this design was also prepared
for universal use and mass production. This dome itself was built from an identical
arrangement of triangles and hexagonal shapes; and at the same time, this building’s
structural realization is steady and not deformed.
Geometry Exploration
This section explains the form exploration process of shell structure by using
Rhinoceros, Grasshopper and Lunchbox software. Table 1 shows the system
operation:
Operation
Making the curve
Distance between curve

Making Surface
Subdividing curve (subdivide)
Numbering each fragment
Unflatten fragment
Preparing connection system

Variable
Number of curve
x
y
Control curve
U
V
area
Base point
-

Value
3
952
1251
7
10
-

Table 1. Operation System

In this writing, type of shell structure used was long barrel vault already modified
into different heights. The heights of curve can be adjusted to the designer’s needs.
The curves are connected to each other to form surface.
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Image 12. Initial Formation of Curves

Image 13. Surface

This surface form can become the foundation of design form based on the desired
needs. After surface is formed, it can be divided into triangulation fragment. The
number of fragments (sub divide) can be arranged through slider, make the designer
easier to change the model based on the design objective. The more surface formed,
the smoother the surface is. In this research, each fragment was pierced in order to
reduce dead weight and was numbered based on the assembly guidelines (Image
15). After that, each panel was decomposed and arranged based on its number. Later,
when assembled, the numbered 3D modelling became the image that guided the
assembly process. This surface design process can be automatically changed
according to the value of the desired parameter, such as the shape of curve, the
distance, the number of fragments, as well as the size of pierce of every fragment.
This design process is made flexible since it was already written in a series of
definition in Grasshopper (Image 16).

Image 14. Triangulation

Image 15. Triangulation and Fragment
Numbering

After making the fragment, each piece could be cut with laser cutting machine. The
machine was used to shorten the process time length, to get better result, as well as
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to get precise results. This process can also be duplicated to design bigger object.
Image 18 shows the learning results of digital design done by the students of
Universitas Ciputra.

Image 16. Unflatten fragment

Image 17. Grasshopper definition
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CONCLUSIONS
Digital design process is a thorough process and does not stop at the drawing
production process. Furthermore, the design process which is formerly divided into
two separated domains, namely design and realization, can be made closer to each
other. Students can be involved in each of the process without involving the third
party. The process of processing physical model can be reduced or even omitted
due to the use of flexible modelling process as assisted by rhino and grasshopper
software. For future research, the process discussed in this article can become a
reference or pilot study for form explorations that involve simulation or
optimization of shell structure.

Image 18. Realization 1

Image 19. Model from Cardboard
Materials

Image 18. Realization 2
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